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Chapter 30

Back to Qingniao City, Zhang Fan plunges into the operating room again. The news of
Zhang Fan's return scares Ding Lei into tears! There are too many operations that need
to be upgraded in general surgery, and there is no time for further study. If there is an
orthopedic department, we will try our best to do orthopedics, whether it is joints or
spine. If there is no orthopedic operation, we will do general surgery. Zhang Fan
brought some dried fruits to the Department and the little girls in the operating room.
Although not many, almost everyone has a share.

"Zhang Fan, I heard that the frontier is particularly beautiful, isn't it?"

"Zhang Fan, when I travel in summer, will you receive me?" Many little nurses love to
chat with Zhang Fan in their spare time. In large hospitals, there is a lot of pressure to
assess today, study tomorrow and issue papers the day after tomorrow. Don't look at
these colorful little nurses. They have been working in the hospital for several years
and are aging very fast. As long as Zhang Fan doesn't have surgery, he can talk to
anyone. Because he is not aggressive, and he is also a very good listener. He has a firm
mouth and never tells a small story after listening. In fact, when chatting with them,
Zhang Fan practiced in the system. What they said hardly entered Zhang Fan's mind.

In the last few days, the departments familiar with Zhang Fan began to invite Zhang
Fan to dinner in turn, which was a farewell to him in advance. In the operating room,
the little nurses who usually wear white coats and hand washing clothes look just like
Zhang, but take off their white coats and put on beautiful clothes, Ho! One by one. In
half a year, Zhang Fan moved them. A little doctor from the frontier moved them with
his actions. In their eyes, Zhang Fan is quick, honest, nice and can be a friend.

"Drink, you must drink three big glasses today." A little nurse threatens Zhang Fan. I
don't know. I think it's wine. In fact, it's fruit beer. Just for the sake of an atmosphere,
because many people are second-line classes, drinking delays things.

In the orthopaedics department of trauma, Ding Lei took Zhang Fan's hand with tears:
"your TN is finally leaving. Stay any longer, I'm dying. Single Wang really can't
afford it! " Orthopedic doctors are all men. Bluebird's beer is good. After half a year,
Zhang Fan's exquisite surgical level, happy attitude and ascetic pursuit of art shocked
and admired them. Soak in the operating room for a month, everyone here can do it,
but soak for half a year, not everyone can get down.



"Here's a toast. I hope Dr. Zhang will often come to Qingniao city in the future and
don't forget the friends who used to work and live together. " Wang Cong raises his
glass and Zhang Fan is drunk. The young doctor gave him a very good impression.
The teachers gave him everything, and the operating room let him practice. He had a
close relationship with his colleagues. It's really comfortable. In fact, this is a special
case. The first is the attention of the national government, which leads to the great
attention of the hospital. Second, Zhang Fan himself is very powerful. It's really not
easy for postgraduates and doctors to call teachers. Third, there is no conflict of
interest between Zhang Fan and them. He is here to study. He is a person who has
jumped out of the three realms. So he feels very comfortable.

During the week of fast walking, he was drinking almost every day, and he was drunk
every time. Zhang Fan's drinking capacity was very poor, but fortunately he woke up
quickly. He lay down for half an hour and nothing happened when he woke up. I came
to Bluebird city and haven't turned around yet. Zhang Fan spent the last three days in
various scenic spots in Qingniao city. There was no way to go to the hospital. He had
to go. The doctors and nurses in the hospital were too polite, which made him
uncomfortable. Just don't go.

On the last day, Zhang Fan went to the dean's office and said goodbye to the Dean,
"I'm leaving! I hope you can gain something from your life in Qingyi in the past six
months. In the next work, don't forget to study. Remember to apply for graduate
students this year. Anyway, if you want to go further in the medical industry, you must
improve your education. I won't say more. I'll give you a set of books. I hope you have
a smooth journey! ~ "

Zhang Fan stood at the door and bowed to the old professor. He moved Zhang Fan
with his experience and mind. This is the second guide on Zhang Fan's medical road.
A truly successful doctor is actually a benevolent person. He tied the word doctor with
his words and deeds.

The train back has been difficult for several grades. It was not hot when I came, but it
was midsummer when I went back. The green train was slow and broken, with all
kinds of smelly feet and sweat. After more than 50 hours, Zhang Fan was a little in a
trance. Lao Huang, director of Pediatrics, who came with them, had nothing to do. As
soon as he got off the train, he said, "I've been hungry for several days. Let's hurry and
eat a fat mutton. Now I want the fattest sheep tail."

The capital is hundreds of kilometers away from the tea vegetable city. There is no
train. Zhang Fan has no appetite at all when he wants a sleeper car. They are all native



frontier people. They are very familiar with the capital. They walked around the streets
and took Zhang Fan to eat mutton. "When they come to our territory, they have to
make a sleeper! Isn't that a joke? " The director of internal medicine called a drug
manager.

After a while, the drug dealer drove a business car to pick them up. Just as he was
going to deliver medicine to the tea vegetable City, he drove a business car and sent it
to the tea vegetable city with people and goods.

Back to the hospital, I felt a little nervous. In the Department, Yang Chengming
looked at Zhang Fan with an abusive look. Shi Lei is not here, so are Li Liang and Lao
Chen. Before he could sit still, Lao Chen took Zhang Fan into the doctor's duty room.
"Something serious happened. Batu was taken away“ Zhang Fan looked puzzled, "who
took it away“

”It's said that they were double regulated. It seems that they bought CT and took bribes.
Now the hospital has no president. Everyone is crazy. Do you think we will have
something“ Lao Chen's annual salary is not very high, and the rebate of reliable
equipment and drugs is also a high income.

”It should be all right“ Zhang Fan said that and went out. Batu had an accident. He
couldn't treat it as nothing. He went to Batu's house for the first time. Batu's house was
in a mess, as if the bandits had just left.

”Sister in law, what's the situation“

”Zhang Fan, you must be saved. Batu told me a few days ago that if something
happened, he would go to you. You must have a way“ As soon as Zhang Fan came,
she directly began to cry.

”Tell me what happened first“

”About money, the hospital bought a CT. At that time, I advised him not to take any
more benefits. He said it was the last time. As a result, he was double regulated by the
county in a few days“

”How much did you take“

"More than 300000“

Batu's president for many years still has political sensitivity, but he still can't resist his
greed. I thought of fishing again for the last time, and then I was transferred from the
county hospital, but I was finally reported. A few days before the accident, he told his
daughter-in-law that if there was an accident, it would be a big deal. Relatives could



not help much. They had to talk to people in the city. Then he would ask Zhang Fan
for help.
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